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Jessica Wilde 
shares how to 

overcome 
writer's block. 
Story on p. 20

   Welcome to the March

Newsletter.

   In this month’s edition, we

share with you the birthday

of the master of fairy tales,

Hans Christian Anderson.

We also have a look at SA

authors and their works from

the 1980s.

   Theron Crawford shares an

excerpt from his latest novel,

My Father's Child, due for

release next month. 
  Also, other new book

releases to look forward to,

and books on conspiracy

theories.

Enjoy!

Riana 

EDITOR'S NOTE

Artwork and design by Digital Garage  
www.digitalgaragersa.com

Did you know?

Jane Austen almost died at the age of
seven. Jane and her sister Cassandra

caught diphtheria whilst living in
Oxford. Jane’s cousin, Miss Cooper, sent

a letter to Jane’s mother. When she
arrived, she cured the two girls with a

herbal remedy.
 

http://www.digitalgaragersa.com/
http://www.digitalgaragersa.com/


     his month we continue with the
history of South African authors and
their works – the 1980s.
    During the 1980s sanctions were
imposed from outside and a state of
civil war existed – all but in name.
Poets such as Mzwakhe Mbuli, and
novelists such as Menan du Plessis
and Mandla Langa engaged with the
business of resistance to apartheid.
Lesego Rampolokeng’s rap-styled
poetry saw the light and J.M. Coetzee’s
novel Waiting for the Barbarians (1980)
was published. Also, the Black Only
African Writers Association was
formed.
    In 1981 Nadine Gordimer’s
powerful novel July’s People was
published. It mainly centres around
the collapse of white supremacy and
what that might mean for white and
black people. Mongani Wally Serote’s
To Every Birth Its Blood was published.
Serote later became an ANC leader.
    Andre P. Brink’s fictional novel, ’n
Droë Wit Seisoen (A Dry White Season),
was published in 1982. It was first
published by Taurus in 1979. The title
quotes a line from the struggle poem
For Don M. – banned by Mongane
Wally Serote. 
    The novel focuses on the death
during detention of a man wrongly
suspected of being a black activist.
Though banned, Brink had 3,000
copies published through an
underground press. This novel was
adapted into a 1989 film with Donald
Sutherland and Susan Sarandon in
the lead roles. 

A Rich History South African Authors over the Decades

T

SOUTH AFRICAN AUTHORS  
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   The film was subsequently banned in South Africa. Mbulelo’s
Mzamane’s The Children of Soweto was published.
    In the following year Njabulo Ndebele’s Fools and Other Stories
was published.  J.M. Coetzee’s Life and Times of Michael K won
the Booker Prize in Britain. Jeremy Cronin’s book of poetry,
Inside, was published by Raven Press.
    In 1986 the poems by Alfred Qabula, Black Mamba Rising, was
published by Cosatu Worker Resistance and Cultural
Publications.
    Don Mattera wrote an account of life in Sophiatown, and its
destruction, in Memory is the Weapon, published in 1987; and in
1988 Breyten Breytenbach’s prison poetry, Judas Eye, was
published in English.

Did you know?

Enid Blyton hated children. The famous
children’s author was described by her
own daughter as having ‘not a trace of

maternal instinct.’
 



         
           lazy round of applause emanates from the small
band of spectators gathered under the canopy of the
oak and ash trees that lined the boundary of the cricket
field at the Armagh sports fields. Most of the onlookers
enjoying the cricket match are centred around the small
building at the East end of the pitch. The clubhouse
serves as a changing room for the players and a small
tea room where players and spectators can enjoy tea
and scones.
    'Well done, old chap. Nice wicket to get, McCarthy.
That is their best batsman, and he was just finding his
rhythm,' says Knowles, the Captain of the cricket team,
shaking McCarthy's hand and handing him the cricket
ball.
    'Thank you, Sir. Give me a few more overs, and I will
have the rest of them back in the clubhouse in no time,'
replies the bowler, McCarthy. 
    The new batsmen arrives at the crease. McCarthy
watches as he takes his guard and settles into his
stance. When the batsman looks up, the umpire drops
his arm, signalling that the bowling may continue.
McCarthy starts his approach to the wicket a few slow
paces before escalating into a full sprint to reach his top
speed as he reaches the popping crease. At the
pinnacle of his approach, he raises his left arm,
throwing his body right and freeing his right arm in a
slinging motion over his shoulder to release the ball.
The ball thumps into the pitch, rises sharply, and flies
perilously close to the head of the batsman guarding
the stumps at the far end of the wicket. 
    'Did you smell the ball, as you certainly did not see it?
McCarthy asked the batsman, his follow-through
somewhat exaggerated and taking him to within a few
yards of the hapless fellow. He watches with a big smile
as the batsman regains his composure. He walks a few
paces down the wicket stomping the bottom end of his
bat at imaginary grit on the pitch.
'Pitch the ball up, and I'll show you how well I can see
the ball,' says the batsman. 
 McCarthy's captain, Knowles, meets him as he walks
back to his marker and says, 'seems you have the man
rattled. Give him another bouncer for good measure,
then.'
   However, McCarthy is unlikely to carry out the order.
He knows that just having welcomed the batsman to
the crease with a bumper that nearly took his head off,
the man would be looking out for a similar ball to be
bowled at him. The last thing he would expect is a
yorker aimed at his toes and the middle stump. The 

Theron Crawford shares a chapter from his latest novel 

A
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  man would be waiting for another short-pitched ball,
confident that his cheeky retort would have settled in
the bowler's mind, encouraging him to have another
go at his head.
    McCarthy turns at his marker and trundles in to
deliver the second ball. As McCarthy approaches the
bowling crease, he veers slightly wider of the near
stumps, widening the angle of his delivery. He is
careful to turn the seam of the ball at an angle that
would encourage the ball to drift into the batsman as
it nears the stumps. The ball behaves precisely as he
had planned: It leaves his hand at the right angle,
flying the entire width of the pitch, drifting in as it
nears the batsman's shins and ducks down to fall at
his toes. The ball misses the batsman's legs, toes, and
bat and crashed into the middle of the three stumps.
   The batsman tucks his bat under his arm, nods his
approval to McCarthy at the good ball he has bowled,
and makes his way off the field. His teammates rush
over to congratulate him, some with handshakes,
others with a pat on his back. Another round of
applause erupts from the vicinity of the clubhouse.  



     As the fielding side leaves the field and makes their
way to the clubhouse, Captain Knowles indicates that
McCarthy should lead the side from the field.
Traditionally, the most successful bowler would be
honoured to walk ahead of the team as they entered the
clubhouse. McCarthy accepts and strides forth, followed
by Knowles and the rest of the group. 
     To his surprise and delight, Claire rises from her chair
and makes her way toward their group,. She is smiling
broadly and looking directly at him. As he nears her, and
is just about to extend his arms, anticipating a warm
embrace, he realises Claire is looking at someone else
over his shoulder. She hurries past him without
acknowledging his presence and falls into the arms of
Captain Knowles.
    Captain Knowles and Claire walk arm-in-arm into the
tearoom. McCarthy stands, open mouthed staring at the
loving couple until a voice beside him says, 'come-on
mate, have you never seen two people so in love?'
 At that very instance, Knowles turns around and says,
'McCarthy, allow me to introduce you to my fiancé.'
 McCarthy looks Claire in the eyes and replies, 'I believe
we are acquainted, Sir.'
 'Lovely to see you again, John,' Claire says, offering him
her hand. 'May I offer you a cup of tea?'
    McCarthy steps outside to collect his thoughts. He
wondered what had become of her and why she had
never responded to his letters. His thoughts of Claire are
soon displaced by the vision of the delightful and
compelling young woman he had met in Africa: Maria
Hanekom still occupied his mind at the exclusion of all the
women that made advances
    Unlucky in love, he thought, then wryly smiled at the
irony of his misfortune with the two women he fancied
most. Both women seemed beyond his reach because of
the intervention of their fathers. Any chances of him
furthering his relationship with Claire had been thwarted.
Her father, who, by all accounts, liked him but had made
it clear that he wished his daughter to marry into the
noble class. In the case of Maria, her father had been
prepared to murder him to end the relationship.
   Truth be told, McCarthy longed for love. Not the
occasional passing flirtation. He needed something more
spiritual and enduring. He longed to be loved and to
experience unconditional love. While his father had cared
well for his two sons, he rarely allowed himself to give
way to a softer demonstration of love. His father, a
policeman, was a stiff, cold, and unemotional being. His
mother had died even before he could remember.
McCarthy had known unconditional love. 
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     McCarthy shifts his focus to the clubhouse to see who
his next victim would be. The new batsman was surprised
at the wicket's sudden fall. Apparently not expecting to
have to bat so soon and was taking some time to appear on
the field.
    Claire emerges from the clubhouse, a cup of tea in hand,
and is making her way to a chair a few yards from the
entrance. Then McCarthy spots her. She was wearing a light
summer dress in pale-blue chevon. The strawberry blonde
curls of her hair drop freely from the cheese-cutter hat she
wears, aptly framing her angelic face. He feels his heart
step up a notch, leaving an old familiar burn in his chest. He
had almost forgotten how beautiful Claire Quinn was.
    It had been four years since he had seen her. He had
fought in the First Anglo-Boer War in Southern Africa for
two years. On his return to Gough Barracks in Armagh,
Northern Ireland, his 94th Foot regiment had amalgamated
with another unit, and their base had relocated to Galway.
On his return to Ireland after the disastrous war, he had
immediately set up to pay his respects to the Quinn family
at their Armagh estate. Captain Quinn, his dear friend, had
been murdered by the revengeful Boer leader, Hanekom.
He remembered how disappointed he had been not to see
Claire, having been told by Lord Quinn that his daughter
was visiting relatives in England.
    McCarthy was tempted to walk over to her immediately.
He was keen to discover if the spark between them before
his departure to Southern Africa was still there. He
remembered their flirtatious walks around the Quinn
estate. Hand in hand, they would walk through the gardens
and fields, occasionally stopping to embrace and exchange
loving kisses. Their courtship became increasingly
challenging to mature when Lord Quinn intervened, not
keen that his daughter should become too involved with
someone of lesser standing in society. 
    Captain Knowles, the lead instructor at the officers'
course at Gough Barracks, had cobbled together a team to
challenge the local cricket team. The Captain was the lead
instructor at the officer's course he was attending at Gough
in Armagh. It was great to be back in his childhood village.
Seeing Claire so unexpectantly was sure to be the highlight
of his short visit.
    The reunion would have to wait until the players left the
field at the end of the innings. It took them less than
another six overs to get rid of the remaining batsman and
to wrap up the tail of the opponent's batting line-up. Egged
on by seeing Claire and the knowledge that she was
watching encouraged McCarthy to greater performance
levels. He managed to take another three wickets and
ended up with match figures of 5 wickets for 20 runs.

 

MY FATHER'S CHILD - AN EXCERPT (CONTINUED)
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MY FATHER'S CHILD - AN EXCERPT (CONTINUED)

    In his latest novel, My Father's Child, due for release
later this year, Theron Crawford uses the backdrop of
both Boer Wars (1881 and 1899) and the period
between the wars to sketch the story of John Christian
McCarthy as he navigates the challenges of the period
in search of  meaning for his life and security for  his
family.  The happenings of the time are painstakingly
researched to provide readers with a historically
accurate account of  events as they unfold, and a
thoroughy credible introduction to the unforgettable
characters of the time.  
    The backdrop to this story is the Anglo-Boer War of
1899 to 1902 that was fought between the British
Empire and the republicans of the Transvaal and Free
State. In this war lies the start of the divide between
its black and white citizens, its English-speaking and
Afrikander populations, and the Afrikaners
themselves. This war had far-reaching consequences
for everyone who participated in the conflict, whether
directly or indirectly. In many respects, it is the source
of the many challenges confronting the young South
African nation today. 
   Yet, despite the many divides of the time, people
managed to forge life-long relationships across the
seemingly impermeable barriers to find support, love,
and hope. These small successes fly in the face of
popular wisdom about the true nature of these
barriers, relegating them to figments of our
imagination. I trust that this story will make you think
about your man-made boundaries.

MY FATHER'S CHILD -
MORE ABOUT THE BOOK

Other books

by Theron

Crawford

    
  His grandparents had taken over responsibility for
raising him when his mother died. It was his
grandmother, in particular, who had showered him with
her attention and kindness. In her quiet, unassuming
way, she had always been there for him, making sure
that she filled the void left by his mother as best she
could. His grandfather, a retired military veteran, had
told him endless stories that ranged from Irish folklore
to the many military exploits he had experienced. Here
was born his love of adventure and his ability to tell a
good story.
    Should he resign himself to the fact that he would
never be married? He certainly was not prepared to
marry for anything less than sincere love. Perhaps his
standard was set too high. Was it fair for a career
soldier to marry in the first place, given that they would
be away from home and in the direct line of fire for
most of their working lives? 
    'Wake up, Sergeant,' the voice interrupted his sleep.
He struggles to open his eyes. 
 Realising that he has been dreaming and must have
been asleep for some time, he quickly rises, asking, 'are
we there?'

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0B7GF8CX3
https://www.crawford-publications.com/online-store/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09J4TWQHP?ref_=pe_3052080_397670860
https://www.crawford-publications.com/online-store/
https://www.amazon.com/Karoo-Stories-Theron-Crawford-ebook/dp/B098B78KBL/ref=sr_1_1?crid=12AU9GXBL305S&dchild=1&keywords=Karoo+stories&qid=1635652960&s=digital-text&sprefix=karoo+stories%2Cdigital-text%2C319&sr=1-1
https://www.crawford-publications.com/online-store/


Unusual books that promote conspiracy theories
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        or those of our readers not really into the ‘normal’
type of books, there is good news. Here we focus on
something different: conspiracy theories.
     L’effroyable Imposture (or ‘The Horrifying Fraud’) is the
original French title of a highly controversial and
discredited book (2002) by the French journalist and
political activist Thierry Meyssan. The English edition is
titled 9/11: The Big Lie. This book argues that the attacks
that happened on 11 September 2001, were ‘false flag’
operations directed by right-wingers in the U.S.
government and the military-industrial complex who
sought a casus belli (an act or event that either
provokes or is used to justify a war) for military action
in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
    According to Meyssan, Osama bin Laden was a C.I.A.
fabrication and never stopped working for the U.S.
Secret Service – the bin Laden and Bush families jointly
manage their wealth by means of the Carlysle Group (a
multinational private equity). The actions that
provoked the collapsed of the Twin Towers in lower
Manhattan and damaged part of the Pentagon        in
Arlington County, Virginia, were not the result of
attempts by foreign suicide pilots, but were rather an
action organized by a group within the U.S.
administration; an internal plot aimed at driving
opinion and forcing the course of events.
     Between August and November 1888, at least five
brutal murders were committed in the Whitechapel
district of London. Although Whitechapel was an
impoverished area and violence there was common,
these murders can be linked to the same killer through
a distinctive modus operandi. All the murders took
place within the distance of a few streets, late at night
or early in the morning, and the victims were all
women whose throats were cut. In four cases, their
bodies were mutilated, or even eviscerated.
    Jack the Ripper: The Final Solution is a book written by
Stephen Knight (first published in 1976). It proposed a
solution to five murders in Victorian London that were
blamed on an unidentified serial killer, known as ‘Jack
the Ripper’. Knight presented an elaborate conspiracy
theory involving the British royal family, freemasonry
and the painter Walter Sickert. 

    He concluded that the women were murdered to
cover up a secret marriage between the second-in-
line to the throne, Prince Albert Victor, Duke of
Clarence and Avondale, and Annie Elizabeth Crook,
a working class girl. 
     In 1970, British surgeon Thomas E.A. Stowell
published an article, Jack the Ripper – A Solution? in
the November issue of The Criminologist. Stowell
proposed that Ripper was an aristocrat who had
contracted syphilis during a visit to the West Indies,
that it had driven him insane, and that in this state
of mind he had perpetrated the five murders. I
guess the Ripper character will always remain a
mystery.
     Did Six Million Really Die? The Truth at Last is a
neo-Nazi, Holocaust denial pamphlet allegedly
written by British National Front (NF) member
Richard Verrall under the pseudonym Richard E.
Harwood and published in 1974 by neo-Nazi
propagandist Ernst Zündel. The Supreme Court
(Canada) concluded in the 1988 trial that the
pamphlet Did Six Million Really Die? does not fit with
received views of reality because it is not part of
reality.’
    In the work, Verrall doubts the Holocaust death
toll, criticising the claim which says that ‘no less
that six million Jews exterminated’ in concentration
camps. The booklet focuses on various war crime
trials as well as his attempts to demonstrate in the
book that censuses, and population charts show
that the European Jewish population figures do not
allow for a figure of six million Jews to have been
murdered. He argues that the total Jewish
population in Nazi-controlled Europe after
emigrations and evacuations was ‘around three
million’.

F



    education and had to support himself. At
fourteen, he moved to Copenhagen to seek
employment as an actor. Anderson had an
excellent soprano voice and was accepted into
the Royal Danish Theatre, but unfortunately his
voice soon changed. A colleague suggested to
him to become a poet, and Andersen began to
focus on writing.
    In October 2012, a very early fairy tale, The
Tallow Candle, was discovered in a Danish
archive. The story, written in the 1820s, is about
a candle that did not feel appreciated. It was
written while Andersen was still in school. In
1829, he enjoyed considerable success with the
short story A Journey on Foot from Holmen’s
Canal to the East Point of Amager (locations in
central Copenhagen and a few miles to the east
of Copenhagen). 
    In his early life, his private journal records his
refusal to have sexual relations. He experienced
same-sex attraction; he wrote to Edvard Collin,
‘I languish for you as for a pretty Calabrian
wench…my sentiments for you are those of a
woman. The femininity of my nature and our
friendship must remain a mystery.’ Anderson’s
infatuation for Carl Alexander, the young
hereditary duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, did
result in a relationship.
    In early 1872, at age 67, Andersen fell out of
his bed and was severely hurt; he never fully
recovered from the resultant injuries. Soon
afterwards, he started to show signs of liver
cancer. He died on 4 August 1875, in a house
called ‘Rolighed’ (it literally means calmness),
near Copenhagen, the home of his close
friends, the banker Moritz G. Melchior and his
wife. Shortly before his death, Anderson had
consulted a composer about the music for his
funeral, saying: ‘Most of the people who will
walk after me will be children, so make the beat
keep time with little steps.’

         The master of fairy tales, the Danish
writer Hans Christian Andersen, would’ve
celebrated his 218th birthday on the 2nd of
next month. 
    Although a prolific writer of plays, novels
and poems, he is best remembered for his
literary fairy tales. His fairy tales, consisting of
156 stories across nine volumes, have been
translated into more than 125 languages; it
includes The Emperor’s New Clothes, The Little
Mermaid, The Ugly Duckling, The Red Shoes and
Thumbelina. His stories have inspired ballets,
plays, and animated and live-action films.
    Anderson was born in Odense, Denmark,
and had a stepsister, Karen. His father, also
Hans, considered himself related to nobility
(investigations have disproved these stories),
but persistent speculation suggests that
Anderson was an illegitimate son of King
Christian VIII.
    His mother, Anne Marie Andersdatter, was
an illiterate washerwoman. Following her
husband’s death in 1816, she remarried in
1818. Andersen was sent to a local school for
poor children where he received basic 

Born 2 April 1805

T
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You Me Her
(Netflix series)

 

MOVIE REVIEW BY OWL
Movie Reviews of Films currently available on DStv and Netflix 
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FEATUREC R A W F O R D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

Violence is not really my thing when
it comes to movies. But, that said,
the war drama Fury was a
welcoming Sunday night surprise.
Several US tanks crews were
fighting in Germany during the final
weeks of the European theatre of
World War II. In April 1945 the Allies
makes their final push into Nazi
Germany – with traumatic
consequences. While the storyline is
fictional, the depiction of ‘Fury’ (the
tank’s name) and its commander
Wardaddy parallels the experience
of several real Allied tankers, such
as the American tank commander
Staff Sergeant Lafayette G. ‘War
Daddy’ Pool, who landed just after
D-Day, and destroyed 258 enemy
vehicles before his tank was
knocked out. A must-watch movie!
With Brad Pitt as War Daddy, Shia
LaBeouf and Scott Eastwood

A feel-good romantic drama
about best friends, Debbie and
Peter, who swaps houses for a
week. She is in New York in his
penthouse apartment, and he in
her condo in Los Angeles. After a
week they realises that what they
want might not be what they
really needed. With an older
Ashton Kutcher and Reese
Witherspoon in the title roles.
Might be a bit boring for the man
in your life. 

This comedy-drama revolves
around 30-somethings Jack and
Emma Trakarsky, from Portland,
Oregon, whose desires to
conceive have been hampered by
their lack of sex drive. Jack’s
efforts to solve the problem lead
both Emma and him to Izzy Silva, a
25-year-old graduate student and
part-time escort. Slowly both fall
in love with her, and they decide
to bring her into their marriage as
a lover. Overall, excellent script,
but personally I feel they could’ve
chosen different actors to portray
Jack and Emma. With Greg Poehler
and Rachel Blanchard.  

Fury
 (Netflix )

Your Place or Mine
(Netflix)

Did you know?

J.D. Salinger, most famous for A
Catcher in the Rye, apparently drank his

own urine and spoke in tongues,
according to a memoir written by his

daughter.



Romantic Comedy, by Curtis Sittenfeld: A comedy writer thinks she’s sworn
off love, until a dreamy pop star flips the script on all her assumptions! A
hilarious, observant, and deeply tender novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of Eligible, Rodham , and Prep. (Amazon; 4 April).

Sea Change , by Gina Chung: An enchanting novel about Ro, a woman
tossed overboard by heartbreak and loss, who has to find her way back to
stable shores with the help of a giant Pacific octopus at the mall aquarium
where she works. (Amazon; 28 March).

Audrey Hepburn Estate, by Brenda Janowitz: When Emma Jansen
discovers that the Long Island estate where she grew up is set to be
demolished, she can’t help but return for one last visit. After all, it was a
place filled with firsts: learning to ride a bike, sneaking a glass of
champagne and falling in love. But once she arrives at the storied mansion,
she can’t ignore the more complicated memories. (Amazon; 18 April).

The Last Animal , by Ramona Ausubel: Jane is scientist sent to Siberia to
hunt for ancient DNA, but there is a catch: her two teen daughters are there
with her in the Arctic, and they are bored stiff. Sharp-tongued Eve is fifteen
and willing to talk back to the male scientists in a way her mother is not.
Sweet thirteen-year-old Vera, who seems to absorb all the emotional
burdens of her small family, just wants to be home in Berkeley, baking
cakes and watching bad TV. (Amazon; 18 April).

Moorewood Family Rules, by HelenKay Dimon: If you liked the movies
Knives Out and Ocean’s 8 , then this hilarious novel will be a hit. It centres
around a woman who returns home from prison to her dysfunctional con
artist family and tries to get them to go legit. (Goodreads; Amazon; 25 April).

The Society of Shame , by Jane Roper: Kathleen Held’s life is turned upside
down when she arrives home to find her house on fire and her husband on
the front lawn in his underwear. But the scandal that emerges is not that
Bill, who's running for Senate, is having a painfully clichéd affair with one of
his young staffers: it's that the eyewitness photographing the scene
accidentally captures a period stain on the back of Kathleen’s pants.
(Amazon; expected on 4 April).

AUTUMN RECOMMENDATIONS 

FEATUREC R A W F O R D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

Some of the exciting new book releases this month for avid readers, are:
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J.D. Salinger's Roast Beef with Dijon Herb Rub

4 pounds boneless beef rib-eye,
tenderloin, or eye round
2 teaspoons mustard seeds
1 teaspoon sea salt 
1 teaspoon cracked black pepper
1 tablespoon dried thyme
1 teaspoon dried tarragon
1/4 cup olive oil, plus 1 tablespoon
1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

    According to those in the know, the
American poet J.D. Salinger joined the
queue every Saturday for the legendary
suppers served by the First
Congregational Church in Hartland,
Vermont. 
    He didn’t always eat alone: his family
also like to enjoy suppers together or
watching a movie or two. If not, you can
find Salinger at Howard Johnson’s or
Burger King (his favourite fast food).

    The Roast Beef with Dijon Herb Rub at
above-mentioned church was one of his
favourites: 

 1.   Preheat oven to 250°F. Remove beef
from fridge and set aside. Place mustard
seeds, salt, pepper, thyme and tarragon
in a mortar and pestle and pound until
lightly crushed. Add 1/4 cup oil and the
mustard seeds and pound until
combined. Set aside.

2.  Brush beef with remaining 1
tablespoon oil. Heat a large non-stick
frying pan over high heat and sear beef 1
to 2 minutes on each side or until brown.
Remove from pan.

3. Secure beef with kitchen string and rub with
mustard mixture. Place on rack in a roasting pan
and cook 1 1/2 hours for medium-rare, or until
internal temperature reaches 125°F.

4. After roasting, cover the meat with foil and
allow meat to rest in a warm place for at least 10
minutes. Slice thinly and serve.

FEATUREC R A W F O R D  P U B L I C A T I O N S

RECIPES FROM AUTHORS 
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